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'back to the land* movement in tune with German policy,
could make much of their own peasant origins in their propa-
ganda and self-publicity, as evidence of virtue and a sign of grace.'
This hiatus or lack of correspondence between social and
political alignments was partly a result, partly a cause, of the
power of the revolutionary tradition. France kept what M.
Pierre Maillaud has called *a party system based on historical
memories rather than on hard economic facts', and party for-
mations which were 'like the luminous rays of those stars whose
light only reaches us some hundred years after the star itself is
extinguished'.1 The French habit of historical thinking (com-
parable only to the Irish or Polish cherishing and nursing of
historical memories) became in this sense a burden on French
political life and on the working of her democratic regime.
Political controversy was too often carried on in unreal and
out-of-date terms, battles long ago were refought while battles
of to-day, which clamoured to be fought, were left in suspense
or lost by default. The slowness and inadequacy with which
social services were developed, the inefficiency of the French
financial and fiscal system, the distrust of all government which
characterized much Radical thought (as, for example, the
writings of'Alain' in recent years) all have some of their roots
in the burdensome continuance of outworn ideas and irrelevant
controversies.2 The revolutionary tradition, in its diverse forms,
1 Pierre Maillaud: France (1942)—a brilliant short introduction for
English readers to the background and problems of modern France.
,2 Cf. Chapter V, for discussion of these shortcomings: for Radical
individualism see especially * Alain' (i.e. Professor Chartier): iLUmnts
d'tme Doctrine Radicals (1925). Typical of his constant thesis is the prin-
ciple: 'Democracy resides in ... what I call le controleur^ which is no-
thing but the continually effective power of deposing kings and special-
ists the very moment they no longer manage affairs according to the
interests of the greatest numbers	To be a Radical is to accept with-
out restriction the principles that universal suffrage must have all
power and all ultimate control and checking authority.' The theories
of'Alain', as of all extreme Radicalism, mean constant incipient an-
archy—the determination to preserve freedom by keeping the govern-
ment weak, 'Everything which limits and controls powers is demo-
cratic—or if you like Radical.'

